Abstract. Ultimate Automizer is an automatic software verification tool for C programs. This tool is a prototype implementation of an automata-theoretic approach that allows a modular verification of programs. Furthermore, this is the first implementation of a novel interpolation technique where interpolants are not obtained from an interpolating theorem prover but from a combination of a live variable analysis, interprocedural predicate transformers and unsatisfiable cores.
Our previous competition candidate [2] followed a similar approach in which the above mentioned Hoare annotation was computed by an interpolating SMT solver via Craig interpolation. Computation of Craig interpolants is known to be difficult, especially for the theory of arrays. This competition candidate follows a novel approach [8] to obtain a Hoare annotation for a sequence of statements. The predicates that represent the Hoare annotation are obtained using interprocedural predicate transformers. The arguments of these predicate transformers are not the statements of the sequence but generalized statements that are obtained from a live variable analysis and from unsatisfiable cores of the feasiblity analysis.
Software Architecture
Ultimate Automizer is one toolchain of the software analysis framework Ultimate which is implemented in Java. Ultimate offers data structures for different representations of a program, plugins which analyze or transform a program, and an interface for the communication with SMT-LIBv2 compatible theorem provers. For parsing C programs, we use the C parser of the Eclipse CDT project 1 . The operations on nested word automata are implemented in the Ultimate Automata Library. Our SMT queries can be answered by any SMT-LIBv2 compatible solver that supports quantifiers and the theory of arrays.
Discussion of Approach
Currently we model primitive data types (int, float,...) as integers Z or real numbers R. We report unknown whenever we find a potential counterexample whose infeasibility cannot be shown because of this imprecision.
The main flaw of our implementation is the translation from C to Boogie. We failed to finish this translation in time and our submitted competition candidate is unable to verify programs that contain pointers or arrays.
Tool Setup and Configuration
Our competition candidate assumes that version 4.3.2.ff265c6c6ccf of the SMT solver Z3
2 is installed and that the directory of the Z3 binary is part of the PATH variable. Our competition candidate is included in a command-line version of Ultimate Automizer that can be downloaded from the following website:
https://ultimate.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/automizer/ The zip archive in which Ultimate Automizer is shipped contains the Python script automizerSV-COMP.py which wraps input and output for the SV-COMP.
Using the following command, the C program fnord.c is verified with respect to the property file prop.prp and an error path is written to the file errPath.txt. 
Software Project and Contributors
Our software analysis framework Ultimate was started as a bachelor thesis [1] .
In the last years, many students contributed plugins or improved the framework itself. A list of all developers is available on our website. An instance of Ultimate is running on our web server and is available via a web interface.
